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The Dawn,
Dark Lane, Ormskirk

The Dawn,
Dark Lane, Ormskirk

Asking Price £1,500,000



Combining the best of  history and craftsmanship with subtle opulence and striking architecture ’The Dawn’ is quite simply 
one of  the most beautiful properties we have ever had the pleasure of  marketing and we love every last little detail of  it…

Built in the early 1900’s the property has been skilfully extended to cover over 4710 square feet of  sublime living space. The setting 
alone is worthy of  unlimited hyperbole, resting amidst breath taking formal gardens with views of  the Cumbrian mountains as a 

backdrop, there’s just so much to admire about the property, from the stunning stained glass windows and bespoke hand crafted joinery 
to its wonderful fireplaces, high ceilings and sweeping bays, this is such an idyllic family home, an incredible retreat steeped in history and 
full of  surprises, charm and character.

The home’s ambiance envelops you as soon as you enter via the grand reception hallway, it almost feels like you’re winding the clock back 
to a more carefree lifestyle and there’s a sense of  the past being gradually revealed as you move from room to room, the entire interior 

is infused with a timeless purity, it feels like a dream come true. 

A tour of  the home will reveal a beautifully curated mix of  period features and carefully chosen fixtures and fittings that balance classic 
period style with elements perfect for modern day family living, and whilst the home is grand and imposing its wonderfully relaxing 

and just perfect for family and friends. Accommodation highlights include an entrance vestibule, a two piece downstairs cloaks/wc, a 
welcoming reception hallway with gleaming parquet flooring, a gorgeous main lounge with a cosy wood burning stove, a formal wood 
panelled dining room with open fire, a beautiful fitted study and a wonderful open plan kitchen and garden room with bespoke hand crafted 
units having integrated appliances, an AGA, a granite breakfast bar, butchers block work surfaces and space for an American style fridge 
freezer. Just off  the kitchen is a utility room and a handy boot room which is ideal for muddy dogs and kicking off  your wellies after a long 
walk in the countryside. 

On the first floor there are three beautiful double bedrooms, all arranged around a large landing  The master bedroom affords a stunning 
three piece en-suite, whilst the two further bedrooms are served by a lavish four piece family bathroom. From the landing there is 

a further staircase leading up to the fourth double bedroom which also has its own stylish three-piece en-suite. The accommodation is 
further enhanced by ancillary space that provides excellent living areas for guests or co-dependents, it would also be ideal for two families 
coming together with the accommodation linked to the main house by a second sun room but also having its own private access to living 
areas that include an open plan lounge and kitchen, three piece shower room and a large double bedroom, all combining to provide over 
650 square feet of  additional space. 

The property is approached via a stone pillared entrance gate giving access to the ’in and out’ driveway which sweeps through the 
grounds to a detached double garage which has a large room above that would be ideal for anyone looking to work from home. There 

is extensive parking, and to the front of  the property the garden has been beautifully landscaped with a lawned area that surrounds a feature 
carp pond and is bordered by mature planting. 

There is very much a grand and elegant feeling to all the home’s elevations, and the rear of  the property is equally as impressive as the 
front with its elegant facade complimented by beautiful formal gardens with an almost park like feel. A horticulturists dream and the 

result of  generations of  love and dedication, the gardens include numerous areas to relax and escape from the hustle and bustle of  daily 
life and along with the well-kept lawned areas, the gardens are abundant with beautiful flora and age old trees that ensure total privacy. A 
stone paved terrace provides a fabulous setting for al-fresco dining or even those more populous gatherings, where guests can enjoy a glass 
of  wine or two in the prettiest of  surroundings. The views are just as fabulous from the terrace and gardens as they are from the house, 
with the adjacent countryside framing vistas as far as the coast and the Lake District. 

Whilst you can enjoy the peaceful and very private tranquillity of  this location, you also have the benefit of  being close to Ormskirk 
and with the railway station within walking distance, making Liverpool easily accessible. The property is also in the catchment area 

for highly regarded schools at both primary and secondary level. Scarisbrick Hall - one the region’s top private schools is a short drive, and 
for lovers of  golf  Ormskirk Gold Club is just a few minutes away. 

This is a home in which to lose yourself, an escape where you can stand in the gardens and breathe the sustaining elixir of  the 
great outdoors, this is a home for a family to discover joy and contentment, to spend time together by open fires and run free in 
its plentiful rooms, it’s a home to wake to the golden dawn light and to stare out at the dreamy sunsets from its historic rooms, 
this is a home that evokes thoughts of  yesteryear and a home where new memories are waiting to be made. Simply put, ’The 
Dawn’ is a home in every sense of  the word, - it’s your own piece of  Lancastrian history... wake up every morning and think, 
“what went right?”

Relaxing haven...



The dawn...

Sleep In beauty...





Refined & elegant...





Enduring quality...



Truly bespoke...


